
Study on Long U.V. Content 

By Peter Yantzer 

Stan Hogrebe from Dazor Lighting gave a presentation at the Accredited Gemologists Association in Tucson about the 

effects of U.V. content in Diamond Color Grading boxes.  I thought the presentation was excellent.  He was also kind 

enough to give AGSL two units that measure U.V. content. 

I was intrigued by Stan’s presentation because I was taught that diamond color grading should be done in a long U.V. 

free environment.  I asked Diane Flora, AGS Director of Education, to try to determine when the American Gem Society 

changed its standard from U.V. free to allowing U.V. content in diamond color grading lamps. 

This is Diane’s reply: 

“Interestingly, in the 1983 Diamond Standards for Color Grading, the manual says, "The comparison must be made in 

ultraviolet-free north daylight or its equivalent, in an atmosphere free of color reflections."  

In the 1991 edition of the AGS Way course, which is the next known publication, the chapter, Diamond Grading 

Standards Manual, it says, "Use daylight-equivalent fluorescent lighting with minimal ultraviolet content."  In the 

chapter, Color, it says more -- "The historical standard for diamond color grading is 'north daylight'.  Actually, daylight is 

too variable for consistent grading, and it also contains ultraviolet, which causes some diamonds to fluoresce strongly 

enough to change their color appearance.  ...The best grading lights are “daylight” fluorescent lamps.  They produce light 

that is fairly close to noon sunlight, with minimal amounts of ultraviolet.  This is the type of light used in the GIA GEM 

Instruments Overhead Light Source and DiamondLite." 

In the 1999 course, which is what we used when we updated the course this last time, it says, "Use daylight-equivalent 

fluorescent lighting with minimal ultraviolet output.  To eliminate all ultraviolet light, use a filter of Lexan plastic." 

The current course says, "The light used for color grading must be a daylight-equivalent light source with a color 

temperature rating of approximately 6500 degrees Kelvin.  Suitable lights include the GIA GEM Instruments DiamondLite 

and the overhead light sources on many binocular gem microscopes." 

 

I shared the following images with Michael Cowing.  He is in the process of writing an article about the topic. 

  



The Measuring Device 

 

 

Actual Readings 

With the help of Sandra Ting ( hand modeling ) and Karina Campbell ( modeling ) here in the lab I decided to take some 

readings on the amount of UV content in various locations.  The results of which are shown in the following pages. 

North Daylight, Las Vegas on April 4, 2008 at approximately 11:00 AM 

 

 

  



South Daylight, Las Vegas on April 4
th

 at approximately 11:00 AM 

 

 

East Daylight, Las Vegas on April 4
th

 at approximately 11:00 AM 

 

 

West Daylight, Las Vegas on April 4
th

 at approximately 11:00 AM 

 

  



North Daylight through an untinted plate glass door 

 

Touching the plate glass door 

 

About 3 feet from door     About 6 feet from door 

  



North Daylight through a dual pane, tinted window 

 

Touching the window 

 

Exterior view of window 

  



North Daylight through a dual pane, untinted window 

 

Touching the window 

 

Reading at about 3 feet from window   Exterior view of window 

  



East Daylight through tinted plate glass window 

  

 

North Daylight through a car windshield 

  

       Sunny, slightly hazy, some white clouds 

  



Color Grading Lamps 

Ott-Lite 

  

  

GIA Gem Instruments Diamond Lite 

 

Down low    Normal laboratory color grading distance 

 

Close to the tubes with a Lexan filter 

  



Judge II Light Box 

 

 

  



 

AGSL currently uses the GIA DiamondDock to color grade in its laboratory. 

Thoughts 

Long Ultraviolet content varies dramatically in different environments. 

Historically diamonds were color graded in diamond bourses through north facing glass windows.  As you have seen 

above, the U.V. content is diminished greatly, but in varying degrees, by the glass.  Unfortunately, we don’t know what 

kind of glass is installed in diamond bourses throughout the world. 

Also historically, Shipley and Liddicoat recommended color grading diamonds in U.V. free light sources.  See quotes in 

Stan Hogrebe’s presentation. 

Blue fluorescent diamonds can get a better color grade if they are graded under a lamp that has U.V. content. 

It appears that GIA and AGS, at some point in time, decided to allow some U.V. content in their color grading lamps.   

North daylight contains far more long ultrviolet than the color grading light sources in use today, at least in Las Vegas on 

April 4, 2008. 

The information in this study helps, in part, to explain why the assigned color grades on diamonds that fluoresce can 

vary from laboratory to laboratory depending on the light source the laboratory uses to do its color grading. 


